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Friends of GST,
Happy New Year!
At UT, the academic year
begins on August 1. New
students! New responsibilities! And perhaps even
a gently raised figure on
your paycheck? GST is
ready to welcome the
class of 2016, seven bright eyed and bushy
tailed scientists-to-be whose vignettes you will
find below. I like to think that faculty and students should find it easy to get to know our
new recruits and help them off to a running
start. Contact the GST office if you cannot connect through one of our existing channels such
as our series of faculty presentations in the
Fall semester or the traditional welcome
luncheon on August 12.
Over the past year, the diverse and impressive
accomplishments of GST students were recognized with a series of awards from UT-internal
and external benefactors. Listed in more detail
below, the winners who were brought to my
attention were: Ann Wells, Caroline Rempe,
Arko Bakshi, Ben Ernest, and Sarvesh Iyer.
Speaking of
honors,
it
was my great
pleasure last
December to
witness GST
alumnus
Jerreme Jackson
(PhD
Jerreme Jackson delivering the com2015; Juratmencement address in December,
Fuentes lab)
2015
giving
the
commencement address at the graduate
hooding ceremony in front of a packed audience of newly minted PhDs, their families,
faculty, and academic dignitaries. Take a peek
at http://tinyurl.com/zp38dwg (fast forward to

minute 20 for the introduction by the Dean of
the Graduate School). You may even be inspired to write your own speech.
During the Spring 2016 semester, GST students hosted a series of accomplished and
inspiring speakers from across a broad spectrum of genomics and computational science.
It was refreshing to see that their lectures
peaked the interest of a broad audience beyond the GST student body. If you missed it, a
brief summary follows below. Keep in mind, in
the area of computational and 'omics biology,
GST is happy to co-sponsor the occasional
speaker visiting our campus.
That is not to say that our own community
would be lacking in omics expertise or exciting
science. In this newsletter you will find faculty
spotlights on GST faculty members Dr. Frank
Löffler, who recently took over the directorship of UT's Center for Environmental Biology,
and Dr. Meg Staton. Now about two years into
her tenure-track appointment in the Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology, her
efforts in transforming bioinformatics instruction have touched the lives of many and have
become a cornerstone of omics training and
research.
Finally, you may have noticed that emails to
the GST community have begun to arrive in
your inbox from a new address: gst@utk.edu.
This is intended to clarify the nature of the
content, help with retrieving specific announcements, and the like. Any replies that
you send to this address will be monitored by
your GST office.
With best regards,

Albrecht von Arnim
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Faculty Spotlight: Frank Löffler Punctuated Equilibrium in Environmental Biotechnology
This summer, Governor's Chair Frank
Löffler, Professor of Microbiology and of
Civil and Environmental Engineering, was
appointed as the new Director of the Center for Environmental Biotechnology
(CEB). He kindly agreed to share his vision
for the center.
GT: Congratulations on your appointment
as the new director of the CEB. This year
marks the 30th anniversary for CEB. Since
the center was established in 1986, much
has changed; in fact, several UT departments initially involved have been reorganized or have disappeared. How do you
explain that the CEB has remained timely
and viable for so long?
FL: All the credit for the success that CEB
had in the past goes to the founding director Dr. Gary Sayler. He started CEB, he
made it what it is, he gave the center national and international recognition. Yet
because CEB has been successful for a
long time, maintaining its success will be
challenging. With continued budget cuts,
the opportunities that CEB provided have
declined in recent years, reducing its visibility on campus. When Gary retired in
2015, there were some question marks as
to what would be the future of CEB. But if
you use "environmental biotechnology"
as a search term in Google, the Center for
Environmental Biotechnology at The University of Tennessee is among the first
hits. That branding is significant for UT,
because environmental biotechnology will
continue to play important roles for society. Under the new directorship, the center
has opportunities to adjust focal areas
and address emerging and pressing environmental challenges. For example, understanding greenhouse gas emissions
and the impact of climate change are important issues to Tennesseans and all of
humankind. The environmental problems
have changed over the past three decades, and CEB must evolve with the
changing landscape in order to continue
to impact the university’s mission goals

house gas emissions have risen in urgency. That doesn't mean contaminant issues
have been solved. Still, I don't think the
director alone should decide the research
area. It is a community of people who
make CEB work; it's not a one person
show. The center will maintain some of its
core strength in environmental monitoring, imaging technologies and contaminant degradation, and my hopes are that
many people across campus will be interested in discussions, trying to shape the
future direction of CEB. Obviously, there
will be new opportunities for investigators
to become associated with the CEB.
Frank Löffler
and of course foster national and international reputation. The new director has
huge shoes to fill, and it is comforting to
know that Gary maintains Emeritus Professor status. I accepted the challenge
because the CEB offers great opportunities for the campus, but I certainly feel
the burden of responsibility. I will try my
best, but am just getting into the new job.
In a couple of years we know better what
I can and cannot accomplish.
GT: 'Environmental biotechnology' means
different things to different people. How
do you define it?
FL: It is a very broad field. One of the key
aspects is that environmental biotechnology integrates fundamental research
with applied sciences. Environmental biotechnology happens at the interface of
disciplines, and requires interdisciplinary
teams of student researchers with different science and engineering backgrounds,
to accomplish some of the most pressing
environmental challenges we face - and
there are plenty. Thirty years ago, it was
mostly about contaminants, oil for example. Contaminants still play a role but
those issues are perhaps no longer in the
general public's top ten list, as other issues such as climate change and green-

GT: What is necessary for CEB to be successful?
FL: In a nutshell, it has to start with campus-wide recognition, and then national
and international recognition will follow.
The administration and I went through a
list of tasks and expectations. As we went
through the list, it became apparent that
the expectations by far exceeded the
available resources. Although seemingly
disappointing at first, the list of activities
that would benefit campus is convincing
and demonstrates the broader need for
such a center. To me, this is strong motivation to move forward. Obviously, the
director will have to prioritize but CEB has
opportunities to grow. A major CEB goal
will be to serve campus needs and provide opportunities for student researchers
to do things they cannot accomplish efficiently otherwise. This includes infrastructure (instruments) guidance, and
possibly specific training to enhance student educational experiences and to support research projects. Of course, CEB
cannot provide service and opportunities
for free, and there has to be an underlying business plan. First, centers that provide service to the research community
ultimately benefit the university, justifying
the investments. Further, investigators
can route grants through CEB. The department heads have generally supported
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their faculty in doing so because they recognize that faculty members' research
productivity can benefit from CEB. Maybe
CEB can offer some first-class professional
assistance with the grant submission process, so that faculty can focus on the science rather than boilerplate paperwork.
GT: The CEB has long contributed to the
research infrastructure of the UT campus,
for example instrumentation for omics and
imaging.
FL: Yes, although these capabilities have
been degraded over time because of
budget cuts and competition. For example, CEB offered cutting edge sequencing
capabilities and will continue to do so.
Now, the Genomics facility on campus
provides similar service, probably not an
ideal situation. My first goal - and I have a
meeting next week with the key players is to see if we cannot integrate these
efforts, so that there is one Genomics
core and the staff talk to each other and
offer the best possible service. I envision
that other core facilities could be brought
under the CEB umbrella for increased
efficiency, cost-savings, and improved
customer satisfaction. This strategy can
also realize cost savings, for software licenses for example, where instead of multiple individual licenses, CEB provides a
single site license for multiple users.
GT: You had envisaged that CEB might become more active or develop a thread in
the area of bioinformatics. Would you like
to elaborate?
FL: Related to the high-throughput DNA
sequencing instrumentation is the need
for efficient analyses of larger and larger
datasets, and many researchers struggle.
Having talked to colleagues on other campuses, every place does it a little differently, but it seems clear that some form of
bioinformatics support along with the
genomics core is needed. How could CEB
help with that? First of all, I am hoping
that we can build a core community of
experts, a physical 'Bioinformatics Resource Center', where a small staff of bio-

informatics experts can train researchers
including students to do these analyses.
The staff will not necessarily perform the
analyses but rather provide training. My
vision is that a well-recognized hub of
bioinformatics experience will attract students from diverse departments across
campus who bring additional types of
expertise and momentum. If the Bioinformatics Resource Center emerges as “the
place to do bioinformatics analyses”, then
I could envision that students who contribute to the center's mission - call them
'freelancers' - may receive part of their
stipend or compensation for the work
they are doing for the bioinformatics core
and the training they are providing.

productivity. When it comes to working
with existing commercial partners, breaking down barriers of communication is
key. In my experience, the private sector
is usually not in the habit of broadly reading the original research literature to figure out whether there are potential applications hidden in a scientific research paper. That's probably not going to change.
Vice versa, academic researchers often
have an imperfect understanding about
the problems and solutions a particular
company may be interested in. If one
could get companies to share openly what
their specific needs are, then that might
spur more action on the part of academic
researchers to present their scientific contributions in the context of potential soluGT: How do you see the future relation tions, and more effectively transition funbetween environmental and biomedical damental science to applications.
science in CEB?
GT: Thank you for the opportunity and
FL: The keyword is 'balance'. What is unu- best wishes for a bright future for the CEB.
sual in CEB is that the medical research
actually grew out of the environmental
research, rather than the opposite, as is
usually the case. In CEB, the environmental researchers developed imaging methodologies such as luminescence bioreporters to track microbes and their exposure to environmental contaminants.
Once these imaging capabilities had been
established, it turned out that they could
also be used for imaging tumor cell
growth in animal models. This experience
serves as a blueprint for other environmental (micro)biologists to follow and
think about the impact of their work for
biomedical applications.
GT: Do you see any potential where CEB
might commercialize technology or work
with industrial partners? What kind of opportunities do you see here?
FL: There have been instances in the past
where CEB was involved in a specific invention, which ultimately was spun off as
a company. Similar opportunities may
certainly arise in the future. Personally, I
do not see myself walking down this path Pictured here during her lab rotation in the Bembenek
lab, Amanda deVolk is now a second-year GST stusoon, because the business of commer- dent in the group of Dr. Frank Löffler.
cialization can be a drain on research
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The Empire Strikes Back Against Bugs From the Dark Side
Prashasti is a PhD candidate in GST in the
lab of Engin Serpersu. The Serpersu lab
studies how the structures of antibioticmodifying enzymes determine their substrate specificity. These enzymes are of
major clinical relevance because they underlie the progressively worrisome trend
that pathogenic bacteria are evolving ever
-increasing resistance to existing antibiotics. The Serpersu lab collaborates with
scientists at Achaogen in the San Francisco
metropolitan area who develop novel antibacterial drugs. The aminoglycoside
acetyltransferases are a group of such
antibiotic-modifying enzymes. They range
from highly promiscuous enzymes capable
of modifying up to 10 different antibiotics
from the kanamycin and neomycin class of
aminoglycosides, to more specific ones
which can modify a few drugs from only
one class of antibiotics. Prashasti explains:
"My dissertation research is to combine
thermodynamic studies and structural
studies to understand why some of these
enzymes are highly substrate-specific,
while other closely related enzymes are
much more promiscuous". "I began by

Prashasti presenting a poster on her research at the
2016 Southeast Enzyme Conference in Atlanta.

expressing and purifying the protein from
E. coli, followed by detailed analyses of its
ligand binding properties using enzyme
kinetic assays, isothermal titration calorimetry and differential scanning calorimetry."
The enzyme exists in a monomer-dimer
equilibrium, which Prashasti was able to
characterize by analytical ultracentrifugation. Next, she took on the task of growing
crystals of the enzyme for subsequent Xray diffraction and, eventually, neutron
diffraction studies. For these experiments
she received training and performed experiments with Dr. Matthew J. Cuneo at
the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at
Oak Ridge National Lab. Dr. Cuneo was

particularly impressed with the quality of
Prashasti's enzyme preparations for small
angle X-ray scattering. For these experiments, the sample must be extremely dispersed and homogeneous. If as little as 1%
of the sample were to aggregate into larger assemblies, it would overwhelm the
signal and result in uninterpretable data.
"Kudos to Prashasti for producing such
nice material. She has been making my job
easy." says Cuneo. Prashasti explains: "We
now have very high resolution structures
for both the high and the lesser promiscuous enzymes, and are analyzing the results
to comprehend how these structures explain this phenomenon. This will be the
first crystal structure for an enzyme in this
class for which there are also detailed
thermodynamic data on its ligand binding
and association properties.” The team is
now working to obtain crystals for additional complexes between the enzymes
and their substrates. The long-term intention is to get neutron diffraction structures
for the various enzyme-ligand complexes,
from the Macromolecular Neutron Diffractometer beamline at the SNS.

The Flipped Classroom Revisited - GST Students Host Seminars
The Spring 2016 semester brought a stellar lineup of accomplished seminar speakers in GST-affiliated fields to the UT campus. Guests were invited and hosted by
GST students as part of the annual GST
Spring Colloquium. Norbert Perrimon
(Harvard) underscored the value of cell
signaling research in flies and other model
organisms for generating new ideas to
treat human diseases. For example, a
screen for miRNA targets in fly intestinal
stem cells identified a sodium channel as a
novel miRNA target. Because such channels have also been implicated in human
cystic fibrosis, miRNAs may now be respectable drug candidates to ameliorate
this life threatening genetic disease. The
visit by Hailing Jin from the droughtstricken state of California (Riverside) had
to be rescheduled, ironically, due to a
flood-related flight cancellation. She then
presented how fungal pathogens tussle
with their plant hosts using as ammunition
not proteins or small metabolites but

small RNAs. Moving into the computational realm, Folker Meyer and Nikos Kyrpides
(Argonne National Lab and Joint Genome
Institute, respectively) presented advances in microbial genomics. Single cell sequencing of unculturable microbial 'dark
matter' is unearthing entire Nellies or
'New Lineages of Life', says Kyrpides. Adrian Elcock (University of Iowa) illustrated
advances in molecular modeling of complex macromolecular ensembles at the
mesoscale that simulate the conditions in
living cells. And Michael MacCoss
(University of Washington) brought the
audience up to speed on bioinformatic
analysis of mass spectrometry data. During GST's annual retreat in March, two GST
alumni, Sangeetha Rajagopalan (PhD
2010) and Yutao Liu (PhD 2006) shared
actionable advice validated by their respective career trajectories as a scientist
in the biopharmaceutical industry
(Molecular Templates in Austin, Texas)
and as a faculty member of a major medi-

cal school (Georgia Regents University,
Augusta, Georgia). Along the way, GST cosponsored a long-planned visit by Ning
Zheng (University of Washington, Seattle).
Zheng highlighted a new paradigm for
identifying small molecule drugs. In an
unconventional twist, it was inspired by
the mechanism whereby a small plant
hormone, auxin, allows an E3-ubiquitin
ligase to recognize its substrate protein,
which dooms it for degradation by the
proteasome. The auxin molecule neither
functions allosterically nor by inhibiting
the interaction, but by stabilizing it as a
molecular glue. This concept now explains
how new and old drugs in a class known as
immunomodulators assist in the treatment of multiple myeloma and other serious diseases. Kudos to the chairs of the
hosting teams; Sanjeev Dahal, Sarvesh
Iyer, Avik Mukherjee, Arko Bakshi, Qian
Zhang, Jing Zhou, and Rahul Banerjee, for
making it all possible.
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GST Faculty — Coming and Going
Dr. Rachel Patton McCord
is an Assistant Professor
of Biochemistry Cell and
Molecular Biology. She
joined UT in January 2016
after an appointment as a
postdoctoral fellow at
UMass Medical Center in
Worcester,
MA.
Dr.
McCord's specific area of interest centers on
the three-dimensional organization of the nuclear genome, its control, and how deviations
from the norm contribute to diseases such as
the premature aging disease, progeria. She has
an impressive record of accomplishments in
molecular biology and biophysics that is built
on skills in next generation sequencing, bioinformatics and biostatistics, and innovative microscopic imaging.
Dr. Dan Close is a Staff
Scientist in the ORNL Biosciences Division. His research expertise lies in
biotechnology, including
synthetic biology. His research focuses on the
bioengineering of lipid
biosynthesis pathways and

other metabolic pathways in yeast. He is a
graduate of the GST program (PhD, 2011).
Starting with his graduate work, he has been
instrumental in developing a groundbreaking
biotechnology application, by genetically recoding mammalian cells to produce their own luciferase substrates as well as luciferase enzymes.
This allowed these cells to become autonomous light-emitting bioreporters of external
signals, such as toxins, etc. He joined ORNL in
2012 and also held an appointment in a local
biotechnology company.
Dr. David Ussery recently
accepted a position as Professor at the University of
Arkansas School for Medical Sciences, in Little Rock,
Arkansas, where he is also
the Director of the Arkansas Center for Genomic and
Ecological Medicine. As
illustrated in a feature in the 2015 GST Newsletter, Dr. Ussery quickly became an enthusiastic member and supporter of the GST program
faculty during his tenure at Oak Ridge National
Lab between 2013-2016. He immediately
attracted a strong cohort of graduate students
to his group and co-taught GST's introductory

core course in Genetics and Genomics. We
wish him the best of luck in his new position.
Since May 2016, the GST staff
has been augmented by Anamika Missra, who took over
the 'academics' portfolio of
Roger Gray after Roger's
departure for a new position
in the College of Engineering.
Anamika holds a PhD from
Penn State University in Molecular Biology, where she investigated the
molecular biochemistry of transcription initiation and pausing during the expression of Drosophila heat shock proteins. Her expertise in
RNA biology predisposed her for a postdoctoral
position in the von Arnim lab at UT. Working
with Arabidopsis, her genome-wide ribosome
profiling experiments unveiled - at a level of
detail unprecedented in any organism - how
translation of mRNA into protein is influenced
by the diurnal alternation of light and darkness
and by the circadian clock. Anamika then took a
leave of absence to care for her newborn son.
Missing science, she now returned, replaced
the pipettor with a mouse, and is moving our
science forward at some distance from the
bench.

Selected Recent Publications by GST Students
Hu X, ... Smith JC (2016) The dynamics of single protein molecules is nonequilibrium and self-similar over thirteen decades in time. Nature
Physics 12: 171–174.
Jia Q, Chen F. (2016) Catalytic Functions of the Isoprenyl Diphosphate
Synthase Superfamily in Plants: A Growing Repertoire. Mol Plant
9:189-91.
Utturkar SM, ... Pelletier DA. (2016) Enrichment of root endophytic bacteria from Populus deltoides and single-cell genomics analysis. Appl
Environ Microbiol [Epub ahead of print].
Wurch L, … Utturkar S, Hettich RL, Reysenbach AL, Podar M. (2016) Genomics-informed isolation and characterization of a symbiotic
Nanoarchaeota system from a terrestrial geothermal environment.
Nat Commun 7:12115.
Upadhyay AA, Fleetwood AD, Adebali O, Finn RD, Zhulin IB. (2016) Cache
Domains That are Homologous to, but Different from PAS Domains
Comprise the Largest Superfamily of Extracellular Sensors in Prokaryotes. PLoS Comput Biol 12:e1004862.
Adebali O, Reznik AO, Ory DS, Zhulin IB. (2016) Establishing the precise
evolutionary history of a gene improves prediction of diseasecausing missense mutations. Genet Med [Epub ahead of print].
Johnson QR, Lindsay RJ, Nellas RB, Shen T. (2016) Pressure-induced conformational switch of an interfacial protein. Proteins 84:820-7.
Kapoor K, McGill N, Peterson CB, Meyers HV, Blackburn MN, Baudry J.
(2016) Discovery of Novel Nonactive Site Inhibitors of the Prothrombinase Enzyme Complex. J Chem Inf Model 56:535-47.
Smith MD, Mostofian B, Petridis L, Cheng X, Smith JC. (2016) Molecular
Driving Forces behind the Tetrahydrofuran-Water Miscibility Gap. J
Phys Chem B 120:740-7.
Missra A, Ernest B, ... von Arnim AG.(2015) The Circadian Clock Modu-

lates Global Daily Cycles of mRNA Ribosome Loading. Plant Cell
27:2582-99.
Bakshi A, ... Binder BM. (2015) Identification of Regions in the Receiver
Domain of the ETHYLENE RESPONSE1 Ethylene Receptor of Arabidopsis Important for Functional Divergence. Plant Physiol 169:219
-32.
Chotewutmontri P, Bruce BD. (2015) Non-native, N-terminal Hsp70 molecular motor recognition elements in transit peptides support plastid protein translocation. J Biol Chem 290:7602-21.
Smolensky D, Rathore K, Cekanova M. (2015) Phosphatidylinositol- 3kinase inhibitor induces chemosensitivity to a novel derivative of
doxorubicin, AD198 chemotherapyin human bladder cancer cells in
vitro. BMC Cancer 15:927.
Ellingson SR, Miao Y, Baudry J, Smith JC. (2015) Multi-conformer ensemble docking to difficult protein targets. J Phys Chem B 119:1026-34.
Lane TS, Rempe CS, ...Stewart CN Jr. (2016) Diversity of ABC transporter
genes across the plant kingdom and their potential utility in biotechnology. BMC Biotechnol 16:47.
Abraham PE, ... Hettich RL. (2015) Integrating mRNA and Protein Sequencing Enables the Detection and Quantitative Profiling of Natural Protein Sequence Variants of Populus trichocarpa. J Proteome Res
14:5318-26.
Xiong W, Abraham PE, Li Z, Pan C, Hettich RL. (2015) Microbial metaproteomics for characterizing the range of metabolic functions and activities of human gut microbiota. Proteomics 15:3424-38.
Johnson QR, Lindsay RJ, Petridis L, Shen T. (2015) Investigation of Carbohydrate Recognition via Computer Simulation. Molecules 20:770018.
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Faculty Spotlight: Meg Staton Bringing “Omics” Within Reach
Since her appointment as a newly minted
Assistant Professor in the Department of
Entomology and Plant Pathology, Dr.
Margaret 'Meg' Staton has transformed
bioinformatics training on the UT campus.
With undergraduate and doctoral degrees
in Computer Science and Genetics from
Clemson University, she is fluent in both
realms like few others.
Dr. Staton's own research program centers
around the genomics of hardwood trees
such as oaks, ashes, chestnuts, and other
forest species that are the foundation of
entire biomes and ecosystems. She
maintains the hardwood genomics
database (http://hardwoodgenomics.org),
a bioinformatics portal for access, display,
and sharing of tree genomics data. The
research questions in tree genomics differ
markedly from those in annual row crops,
such as cereals or legumes. For example,
tree populations often have tremendous
genetic diversity across their geographical
range; a diversity that vastly outstrips that
of the human species. Because trees
cannot be replanted any time a serious
pest or pathogen challenge or climatic
episode manifests itself, forest genetics
recognizes the great urgency to better
understand the genetic basis for trees'
resistance and responses to pests. Dr.
Staton is deeply invested in a concerted
and remarkably successful effort to
recreate the nearly extinct species of the
American chestnut, a tree that used to
define the ecology of eastern North
American forests for centuries, until it was
decimated by a fungal disease, the
chestnut blight, in the early part the 20th
century. Working with colleagues from
across the United States and beyond, Dr.
Staton provides bioinformatics support for
this uniquely challenging project.
The second half of Dr. Staton's appointment is dedicated to consulting and
collaboration on research projects across
the UT community in areas beyond her
personal research. These can reach from
consultations of just a few minutes to long

format. In fact, among the RNA-Seq
workshop participants about half were
postdocs or faculty, so this format appeals
to a wider range of participants.
GT: What is your philosophy overall? How
do you build on your prior experience?

Meg Staton
term
collaborative
research
with
coauthored grant proposals. In addition,
Dr. Staton teaches a formal course entitled
"Bioinformatic Applications" on nextgeneration sequence analysis (EPP622 and
LFSC695). The course encompasses three
modules; computational basics including
linux command line and python
programming; genome sequencing, i.e.
deciphering the basepair sequence and
coding potential of as yet unknown
genomes; and transcriptomics, measuring
RNA expression levels using deep
sequencing.
GT: You have become a household name
on our campus within a short period of
time. Ever more of us have a positive story
to tell about how your training has
impacted our omics data analysis. What
kind of formats work best?
Staton: Training must come in a wide
range of formats, from formal courses,
over
workshops,
to
individualized
consulting. Graduate students, for
example, have the flexibility to take a full
semester-long course, while other
scientists may prefer a more focused

Staton: I'd say, don't reinvent the wheel.
The RNA-Seq workshop, for example, was
distilled down to two days from a twoweek long workshop that I co-taught at
the University of Michigan, where it was
co-sponsored by the US Department of
Agriculture. Second, the newest and best
software is nearly always written for a
Linux environment. For this and other
reasons I am a firm believer that it is worth
the effort to familiarize students with the
command line environment. It opens the
door to the vast portfolio of freeware out
there. This has many benefits, because
those budding programmers are then not
tied to any specific commercial product,
which may no longer be available to them
when they move labs etc. The command
line also gives access to an extremely
helpful internet-community for troubleshooting. It is rare for anyone to be the
first to stumble over a particular problem.
GT: What do you see as unmet needs that
would lend themselves to additional
workshops or even courses?
Staton: Many have expressed an interest
in metagenomics, which would start with a
focused analysis of ribosomal 16S
amplicon sequences to more ambitious
whole genome sequencing and assembly.
Now that the MiSeq sequencer has come
online in the Molecular Biology Resource
Facility, a lot more people will find this
capability appealing and will generate
their own data. Second, with the
retirement of Dr. Arnold Saxton, we lost
our dedicated Statistical Genomics course,
which used to elaborate on both genetic
mapping and transciptomics. At least a
workshop on this topic, if not more, seems
to be critically important, because such
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data cannot be interpreted accurately the awesome power of computational
without a rigorous statistical framework. science. We join up to co-teach on-site
This is a very important niche to fill.
workshops, including - by the way - a
recent one on Linux and Python at UT.
GT: Isn't there a limit to how much you can Software Carpentry has a deep portfolio of
do without cloning yourself? GST students well annotated lesson plans, templates
have taught their own workshops, and have that can be adapted. As a community we
also served as teaching assistants and really know very well what works and what
floaters in such workshops. What else could doesn't in bioinformatics training. Also,
we do?
over the past year, I have been in
discussions jumpstarted by (Dr. Michael)
Staton: Definitely. I can offer a few Simpson from the Joint Institute of
additional solutions. First of all, OIT (Office Biological Sciences of how to do this.
of Information Technology) trains people Bioinformatics training is an ideal venture
for the Newton High Performance to bridge between UT and ORNL with both
Computing cluster. And we should also instructors and clients.
make it part of our culture to enlist the
emerging experts in our midst to help GT: On that note, Dr. Frank Loeffler
teach. Many of our colleagues have recently took over as Director of the Center
specialized expertise, often more than for Environmental Biotechnology (see
they are aware of. When they teach what article elsewhere in this newsletter); he is
they have just learned, they communicate also very aware of the needs in this area
excitement and energy. Let them run! and interested in solutions.
What is needed is a little bit of a catalyst to
lower the activation energy. On this note, I GT: Who do you see as your clientele?
am active in the Software Carpentry
initiative, which is an amazing, worldwide Staton: My workshops have reached an
community
of
programmers
who amazing range of scientists from across
volunteer to disseminate practical our campus. The first RNA-Seq course in
computational skills so that scientists in all 2015 was attended by 30 students from
walks of life, not just biology, can unleash nine departments, from as far afield as

Chemical Engineering and Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology. It is amazing how far
next gen sequence analysis has spread on
our campus, and all signs are that the
trend will continue.
GT: Thank you for taking the time, and best
of luck for the upcoming year!

The green ash is one of the hardwood species being
investigated and curated in Staton’s hardwoodgenomics portal. The green ash population in North
America is threatened by the emerald ash borer
beetle. Pictured here is one specimen growing on
the UT campus.

Student Honors and Awards
During the last academic year, many GST
students won accolades worth highlighting. Selected research publications are
listed below. Among the formal awards
earned, Ann Wells (Voy lab) won first prize
in the March 5 poster competition at our
annual retreat. Caroline Rempe (Stewart
lab) and Arkadipta Bakshi (Binder lab) won
the Division of Biology Fite award and Cokkinias award, respectively. Arkadipta Bakshi also won the Plant Elevator Pitch Talk
at the American Society of Plant Biologists
meeting. Ramsunder 'Sarvesh' Iyer
(Hettich lab) won a travel award from the
American Society for Mass Spectrometry

to attend their annual meeting. Ben Ernest
(von Arnim lab) won the Ray Holton Plant
Science Award, given for professional
promise for a graduate student in plant
science. Last but not least, Arkadipta Bakshi (Binder lab) was honored at the Chancellor's honors banquet on April 19 with a
citation for Extraordinary Professional
Promise as a Graduate Student. This is a
prestigious recognition of only 39 undergraduate or graduate students out of UT's
population of over twenty thousand. Congratulations to all winners!

Welcome, GST’s New Graduate Students!
During this year’s recruiting season, GST
interviewed eighteen prospective students and admitted eleven. Stiff competition from other programs notwithstanding, seven candidates took the plunge and
decided to join GST. Our 2016 cohort
brings a combined total of 10 years of
prior research experience to the program.
Welcome to the new class!

China and an MS degree
in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from the
University of Southern
California. She has acquired diverse research
experience during her
undergraduate
and
graduate studies, with her most recent
focus being on testing a novel drug for the
treatment of breast cancer. As a GST student, she is keen on training in Next Generation Sequencing and Bioinformatics to
build a foundation for future biomedical
research.

Alexandra Teodor graduated from Virginia
Tech with dual BS degrees in Biochemistry
and Chemistry. She
received NIH’s IMSD
Undergraduate Scholar
Justin Lindsay graduated
Fellowship and has
from our very own UTK.
research experience in the field of plant
He earned a dual BS/BA
metabolism, energy sensing and genetics.
in Biochemistry, Cellular
She plans to build her research skills in
and Molecular Biology
bioinformatics and is leaning towards a
and Psychology, respeccareer in academic research. She will retively. He has research
ceive a fellowship from the NIH-funded
experience from several
Program for Excellence and Equity in Re- labs at UTK and Oak Ridge National Laborsearch.
atory, with an emphasis on biophysics and
Jennifer Childers earned a computer modeling. Most recently, he
BS in Biology from Sam- contributed to a series of publications and
projects utilizing high performance comford University in Birputing to investigate biophysical propermingham, AL, and won
the university’s Biology ties of proteins in Dr. Tongye Shen’s laboratory. He plans to advance his expertise in
Honor Awards in 2013
these fields in the GST program.
and 2014. She gained
experience in genetic Katherine
Stefanski
research at Samford, where she partici- earned her BS degree
pated in a project that investigated hori- in Biology from the
zontal gene transfer between host plants University of North
and insects. She wishes to pursue her in- Carolina, Chapel Hill,
terests in genetics in the GST program.
NC and an MS in Biology from the Middle
Jiali Yu has a BE degree in Bioengineering
from Huazhong Agricultural University, Tennessee State Uni-
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versity, Murfreesboro, TN. She has acquired extensive research experience in
biochemistry and molecular biology during
the course of her education and also as an
independent researcher in the laboratory
of Dr. Jae Park at UTK, where she worked
on a project investigating programmed
cell-death in the central nervous system of
Drosophila. She seeks to develop research
as well as teaching skills in the GST program.
Katrina Schlum comes to
UTK from St. Bonaventure University in NY,
where she earned her BS
degree in Bioinformatics.
She has strong programming and data-analysis
skills from her summer
research internship at the University of
Buffalo Center of Computational Research
as well as wet-lab skills from her REU internship. She plans to advance her expertise in Bioinformatics for future research
in the biomedical industry.
Rachel Steele earned her
BS degree in Biology
from Troy University, AL,
and she was the recipient of the Troy University Chancellor’s Fellowship from 2012 to 2016.
As a summer research
intern, she took part in a project on assembly and annotation of the mitochondrial genome of the timber rattlesnake.
Her research interests lie in the fields of
genetics, molecular biology and computational data analyses.

